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1. Introduction
Quantities depending on several points of a space have been consid-
ered from early geometry on as there is the description of action at distance,
two point functions, distance functions, bitangent curves et cetera. Func-
tions which depend on tangent vectors or on higher order tangent vectors
at distinct points of the manifold although typical di®erential geometric
objects, also appear in analysis as for example invariant kernel functions
and recently also in geometric analysis of feature detection in computer and
human vision [12] [10] [4]. A classical example of a di®erential invariant
depending on distinct points is the complex Poisson kernel [11] which is
invariant with respect to complex MÄobius transformations and depends as
well on an interior point of the hyperbolic unit ball in Cn as on the rotation
invariant volume form on the boundary. In this paper we consider invari-
ants for the real MÄobius transformations acting on the real hyperbolic unit
ball in Rn and construct di®erential invariants, which we call multi local
invariants, at several distinct points in the interior and/or at the boundary.
In particular we ¯nd the real MÄobius invariant Poisson kernel. The proof
that it satis¯es the invariant Laplace equation is based upon the Lie al-
gebra structure of invariant vector ¯elds which depend on extra boundary
points. Most attention is given to invariants which characterize motions of
points in Bn or in @Bn depending parametrically on sets of extra points.
The general case consists of two parts. First we consider only points
in the interior of Bn and secondly we treat invariants depending as well on
interior points as on boundary points. Dimension two and three are special
and hence are treated as particular cases. For dimension two, which is the
classical well known example [1], the calculations are carried out in full
detail.
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2. Basic definitions and properties
2.1. Generating sets of invariants. Let G be a Lie group acting on a
manifold by di®eomorphisms. A function is called invariant if it is invariant
under the induced action of the di®eomorphisms. A general question in
geometry is to construct all invariant functions. In order to tackle this vast
problem we consider sheafs of germs of real functions which are de¯ned on
the manifold or on an appropriate jet bundles over it, thus giving invariants
of a certain weight.
The germ of functions at x 2M is the equivalence class of functions
agreeing upon open neighborhoods of x. The set of all germs of functions
at a given point p is called the stack of germs at x and the union of all
stacks is the sheaf of germs of functions on M . The main purpose of
this approach is to avoid discussions on the speci¯cation of domains of
functions and to allow a local analysis. Because we are interested in sheafs
of invariant functions we like to be able to produce a ¯nite set of germs
with the property that the set contains enough information to construct all
invariant functions on open dense subsets. We call a set of functions on an
open neighborhood U a generating set if every germ in the invariant sheaf
over U can be reconstructed from the germs of the given functions by means
of functional composition. A key notion here is functional independence of
the germs, which means that the exterior product of the di®erentials of the
germs is the germ of a non zero n-form [10]. We consider C1-functions.
Because we often take norms of germs of vector ¯elds as generators as well
as scalar products or inverses of functions, a set of generating invariants
will be a set of invariant germs of maximal functional rank at an open
dense subset which we call a regular subset. Extension of the germs of
the generators onto a larger subset then often requires taking inverses or
square roots. In order to keep the formulation transparent such extensions
will be taken without mentioning.
2.2. The tangent bundle and higher order jet bundles. We assume
some familiarity with the geometry of tangent bundles to manifolds [14].
LetM be a manifold. The tangent bundle, TM , is a bundle with projection
map ¼ : TM ! M . Let (xi) be local coordinates on U ½ M , a saturated
neighborhood ¼¡1U carries the coordinates ((xi); ( _xi)) . A one form !
on M is a function on TM in a natural way which is denoted by b!. The
following lifts are de¯ned as natural operations on TM . Let f be a function
then f c = bdf is the complete lift and fv = fo ¼ is the vertical lift. Let
X be a vector ¯eld on M , the complete, or ¯rst order lift Xc ´ X(1),
is de¯ned by Xc(f c) = (X(f))c. Lifts of one forms then are de¯ned by
!c(Xc) = (!(X))c.
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The kth-order jet bundle of curves in M is de¯ned as follows [13][3].
Let Jk(R;M) be the set of k-jets of maps of R into M . This space is
equipped with the source map ® which sends the k-jet of a map °(t) into
its source point. We call the space Jk(M) = ®¡1(0) the kth-order jet
bundle over M . The space J1(M) identi¯es in a natural manner with
the tangent space TM . More generally we have a natural embedding | :
Jk+1(M) ! TJk(M) for each k. The bundle of in¯nite jets J(M) =
limÃ Jk(M) possesses the total derivative operator, T , which is the total
derivative with respect to t, as natural operator on functions on Jk(M).
Functions on Jk(M) are included into the set of functions on J(M) for
this matter. We will always identify J1(M) with TM and hence use the
operator T for functions, one forms and covariant tensor ¯elds onM , which
results in entities on TM . It is easily veri¯ed that for any di®erential one
form ! on M we have LT! = !c, where LT stands for the Lie derivative
with respect to T .
Moreover let g be a Riemannian metric on M , then gc = LT g, is the
complete lift of the metric g to TM . Let gc be given in local coordinates
as gijdxidxj , the complete lift gc is given by 2gijd _xidxj +2¡kijgkl _x
idxldxj ,
where ¡kij are the connection coe±cients de¯ned by g. Let G be a transfor-
mation group acting onM , the action extends to the space TM and to any
Jk(M), which is called prolongation of the group action [8]. If the metric
g is invariant under the induced action of G, the complete lift gc will be
invariant under the prolonged action on TM . This result is immediate be-
cause the operator T is by construction equivariant for the induced action
of the group on the ring of functions. The generalization to higher order
is immediate. The metric |¤(LT )kg = g(k), which is the complete lift of g
onto Jk(M), is also invariant under the induced action of the group G. We
will use the notation gc for g(1).
On TM one has some extra structure. The vector ¯eld I = _xi@ _xi is
the canonical vertical vector ¯eld satisfying I(f c) = f c for any function
f on M . When g is a pseudo Riemannian metric on M then µ = gc(I)
is the canonical one form associated with g. In local coordinates one has
µ = gij _xidxj . The spray ¡ is by de¯nition the vector ¯eld on TM such
that for each geodesic °(t) one has ¡(°c(t)) = _°c(°c(t)) citekn:Yan. The
vector ¯eld ¡ satis¯es ¡ = gc¡1(dbg), which in local coordinates yields
¡ = _xi@xi ¡ ¡ikl _xk _xl@ _xi .
Following properties are easily veri¯ed.
Properties 2.1. ³) ¡(bg) = 0; ³³) gc(¡;¡) = 0; ³³³) gc(I;¡) = bg .
Properties 2.2. Let °(t) be a curve in M , then
gc( _°c(t); _°c(t))(°(t); _°(t)) = g(r _°(t) _°(t); _°(t)):
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2.3. Invariant vector ¯elds and motions. Let G be any Lie group
acting to the right on the manifold M by Á : G£M ! M , ex = Á(g; x) ´
x:g. It is well known that for given coordinates, (gi), at a neighborhood of
the identity in G, the vector ¯elds Xgi = DgiÁ(gj =0; x) form a complete
set of generating vector ¯elds of the action [6]. Now if G acts simply
transitively on M there exists, with respect to a given ¯xed point xo 2M ,
a local di®eomorphism at the identity in G with a neighborhood of xo in
M . This local di®eomorphism is given by Áo(g) = xo:g on a neighborhood.
Let (xi) be a set of coordinates covering a neighborhood of xo in M such
that DÁo(e) = Id and consider the vector ¯elds
Yxi = Á
¡1 ¤
o DxiÁ(g; x
o):(1)
Let L(M) be the Lie algebra of the fundamental vector ¯elds (Xgi)
and R(M) the Lie algebra of the vector ¯elds (Yxi). Next proposition is a
classical result in Lie transformation groups [6].
Proposition 2.3.
(1) The vector ¯elds Yxi are invariant for the right action of G on M .
(2) There exists an anti isomorphism of the Lie algebra R(M) with the Lie
algebra L(M).
LetM1 andM2 be two G-manifolds, with G acting on both manifolds
at the right and » = (»1; »2) coordinates on M1£M2. For g 2 G we denote
the product action as »:g = (»1:g; »2:g).
De¯nition 2.4.
(1) Let °(t) be a regular curve in the G-manifold M , with »o = °(t = 0).
The curve °(t) is called a motion (or G-motion) if 9gt, one parameter
subgroup of G, such that °(t) = »o:gt.
(2) Let °(t) be an M1-regular curve in M1 £M2, both G-manifolds, with
°(t = 0) = (»o1; »
o
2). Then °(t) is a motion (G-motion) depending para-
metrically on M2 if 9 gt one parameter subgroup of G and 9 f(t) a curve
in I»o1 , isotropy group at »o1, such that °(t) = (»o1:gt; »o2:f(t):gt):
Next proposition provides a criterion for a curve to be a motion in the above
sense. The proof is a direct consequence of the isomorphism of the vector
space of generators over an orbit with the vector space of left invariant
vector ¯elds on the Lie group.
Proposition 2.5.
(1) Let Xgk be a complete set of generators of the right action of G on
M . Then a curve °(t) in M is a motion i® _°(t) =
P
aiXgi(°(t)), with ai
constants.
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(2) Let Xgk be a complete set of generators of the right product action on
M1£M2. Then a M1-regular curve in M1£M2 is a motion depending para-
metrically on M2 i® ¼1¤ _°(t) =
P
ai¼1¤Xgi(°(t)), ¼1 denotes the projection
on M1.
Corollary 2.6. The above proposition remains true if the set Xgk is
replaced by a complete set of invariant vector ¯elds.
Corollary 2.7. Let G be a semi simple transformation group acting
on the manifold M such that the dimensions of the orbits equals the dimen-
sion of the group. Let °(t) be a regular curve in M , then °(t) is a motion
in M i® (a) °(t) is lying in an orbit of G, (b) a generating set of ¯rst order
invariants is constant along °(t).
Proof. Since G is semi simple the Killing metric has maximal rank
and each orbit, which being locally di®eomorphic to G, carries an invariant
metric which we denote by K. Let °(t) be lying in an orbit. Because the
¯rst order invariants along the orbit are generated by the invariant one
formsK(Xi), withXi a complete set of invariant vector ¯elds tangent to the
orbit, constancy of the ¯rst order invariants along °(t) implies that along
° the tangent vector _°(t) is a constant combination of the right invariant
vector ¯elds. Conditions are su±cient because the curve is supposed to be
regular. Necessity is immediate.
3. MÄobius transformations on Bn
3.1. Structure and generators. In this section we review the structure
of the MÄobius transformations more closely and derive some properties
needed to achieve our main theorems. We utilize here a construction and
some results of Beardon [2].
Let bRn be the compacti¯ed Rn space. A MÄobius transformation onbRn is de¯ned as a ¯nite composition of re°ections in spheres or planes.
The general MÄobius group, which is the transformation group generated
by all re°ections, is denoted by GM(n) and has the proper subset M(n)
of orientation preserving transformations. Furthermore one has the Lie
group isomorphism : GM(n) »= O+(1; n+1) [2]. Notice that dimGM(n) =
1
2(n+ 2)(n+ 1).
On Rn we will make use of the Euclidean metric < : ; : > and corre-
sponding norm function k:k. The MÄobius transformations which preserve
Bn then are compositions of rotations with center 0 and re°ections with
respect to the spheres or planes which are orthogonal to the boundary of
Bn [2]. This group is GM(n¡ 1) which can be deduced from the Poincar¶e
extension and the Cayley map [2]. Re°ection of Bn with respect to the
sphere S(a; 1¡ kak2), with kak > 1 is given by :
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Áa(x) = a¡ (1¡ kak2) x¡ akx¡ ak2 :(2)
We de¯ne »0 2 Bn as »0 = akak2 . Then with » 2 Bn
Á»0(») =
1
­
·k»0k2(k»k2 + 1)¡ 2 < »0; » >
k»0k2 »0 ¡ (k»0k
2 ¡ 1)»
¸
;(3)
where ­ = k»0k2k»k2 + 1¡ 2 < »0; » >.
The mapping Á»0 is a di®eomorphism of B
n and maps the boundary,
Sn¡1, di®eomorphically into itself. One also has Á»0(0) = »0, Á»0(»0) = 0
and Á»0(Á»0(»)) = », which means that Á»0 is an involution.
The Lie algebra of generating vector ¯elds of the action is found by
taking the generators of the mappings :
Ãt u = Áuo Át u : Bn ! Bn;(4)
for u unit vector in Rn. The °ow of this map is given by
Ãt u(») =
1
­
£
(k»k2 + 1)t u¡ 2 < »; u > u¡ (t2 ¡ 1)»¤ ;(5)
with
­ = t2k»k2 + 1¡ 2t < »; u > :(6)
We then ¯nd Ã(t = 0) = Id and
Dt(Ã)(»)(t = 0) =
£
2 < »; u > ¡(k»k2 + 1)¤ @»:(7)
We de¯ne the generating vector ¯eld determined by u, unit vector in Rn,
as Xu = ¡12Dt(Ã)(»)(t = 0) or
Xu =
·
1
2
(k»k2 + 1)u¡ < »; u > »
¸
@»:(8)
Remark that the only zeros of the vector ¯eld Xu are u and ¡u in
@Bn. The point u is attractive while ¡u is repulsive.
Let u; v be two orthonormal vectors, then
[Xu; Xv] = (< »; u > v¡ < »; v > u) @»:(9)
Let (ui) be an orthonormal base we ¯nd that (Xui) generates the Lie
algebra so(1; n). Veri¯cation follows from the calculation of the brackets.
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Let Xuv = [Xu; Xv], we take fZui ; Zuiujg as base. Additional to (9) we
¯nd
[Zuiuj ; Zukul ] = ±jkZuiul ¡ ±ikZujul ¡ ±jlZuiuk + ±ilZujuk(10)
and
[Zui ; Zuj ;uk ] = ±ijZuk ¡ ±ikZuj :(11)
As a corollary from the above construction we ¯nd that invariance
under the set Xui implies in¯nitesimal invariance.
Proposition 3.1. The Killing form B with respect to this basis is
given by
B(Zui ; Zuj ) = 2(n¡ 1) ±ij ; B(Zui ; Zujuk) = 0;
B(Zuiuj ; Zukul) = ¡2(n¡ 1) (±ik±jl ¡ ±il±jk) :(12)
3.2. The fundamental invariants. For any fx; y; u; vg, distinct points
in Rn, we de¯ne their cross ratio as Q(x; y;u; v) = fkx ¡ uk:ky ¡ vkg=
fkx ¡ vk:ky ¡ ukg, which is invariant under the action of GM(n). It is a
classical result that the cross-ratio can be extended for points in bRn. We
recall the theorem of Beardon asserting that a map, Á : bRn ! bRn, is a
MÄobius transformation if and only if it preserves cross-ratios. In the real
case the cross ratio is the basic invariant from which all other ones are
derived.
Let (»1; »2) be two points in Bn. Then under the action of Á»1 the
points are send into (0; Á»1(»2)). Taking the line through both images
gives two intersection points (%; ¡%) with the boundary Sn¡1 of Bn. Then
% = Á»1(»2)=kÁ»1(»2)k. Hence the function
Q(»1; »2) = Q(»1; Á»1(%); »2; Á»1(¡%))(13)
is invariant. Then
Q(»1; »2) = k»1 ¡ »2k kÁ»1(%)¡ Á»1(¡%)kk»1 ¡ Á»1(¡%)k kÁ»1(%)¡ »2k
:
Using invariance this becomes
=
kÁ»1(»2)k k2%k
k%k k%¡ Á»1(»2)k
;
which by simpli¯cation gives
7
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= 2
kÁ»1(»2)k
1¡ kÁ»1(»2)k
:(14)
This function is clearly symmetric in »i and »j . We remark that kÁ»i(»j)k
measures the invariant distance, ~d, between the two points in Bn, because
~d(»i; »j) = kÁ»i(»i)¡ Á»i(»j)k = kÁ»i(»j)k:(15)
Proposition 3.2. [2]
1¡ kÁ»i(»j)k2 =
1
1 + k»i¡»jk
2
(k»ik2¡1)(k»jk2¡1)
:(16)
Hence following function is invariant.
De¯nition 3.3.
Qij = k»i ¡ »jk
2
(k»ik2 ¡ 1)(k»jk2 ¡ 1) :(17)
The most important geometric invariant derived from Qij is the hy-
perbolic Riemannian metric. Consider Bn£Bn equipped with the coordi-
nates (»1; »2). The diagonal 4 = f»1 = »2g of Bn£Bn is an invariant sub-
space. The function Q12 is zero on 4 with zero ¯rst order total derivatives
with respect to »1 and »2 at 4. Hence the second order total derivatives
of Q12 at 4 determine an invariant quadratic form. Set » = »1 = »2 at 4,
then
T»1T»1Q12j4 = 2
< _»; _» >
(1¡ k»k2)2 :(18)
which determine the invariant metric. The normalized metric with curva-
ture K = ¡1 equals
go : ds2 = 4
d»d»
(1¡ k»k2)2 :(19)
4. Multi local invariants on Bn
4.1. Invariants depending on points in the interior. In this section
we examine invariants depending exclusively on points in Bn. Therefore
consider the n-fold product of the unit ball with itself, En = ¦n¡1i=0 Bi, n is
called the rank of the space.
The rank of En is taken equal to n because generic orbits are of maxi-
mal dimension, for smaller rank dimension of the generic orbits drops. We
8
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denote the ith factor by Bi and call this the ith layer for i = 0; 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ; n¡
1. It is the zeroth layer which will be of most importance to us.
4.1.1. At zero order.
(a) Invariant functions Let (»i); i = 0; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n¡ 1, be the natural coordi-
nates on En and W0 the set of all n-tuples of points in Bn of rank n ¡ 1,
considered as subset of En.
Theorem 4.1. The set
I0 = fQij ; i < jg(20)
is a set of generating invariant functions on W0.
Proof. The set I0 consists of n(n ¡ 1)=2 functions. The di®erentials
of their logarithm equal
d logQij = 2
·
»i ¡ »j
k»i ¡ »jk2 ¡
»i
k»ik2 ¡ 1
¸
d»i ¡ 2
·
»i ¡ »j
k»i ¡ »jk2 +
»j
k»jk2 ¡ 1
¸
d»j :
(21)
The exterior product is a form of maximal rank onW0 as can be seen
from examining the form at the points where »0 = 0. This is su±cient
because GM(n ¡ 1) acts transitively on the zeroth-layer. Call Vo the set
»0 = 0. The di®erentials d logQ0i at Vo restricted to the zeroth layer equal
(¡2=(1¡k»ik2))»id»0, which are n¡1 independent di®erentials. The di®er-
entials restricted to the ¯rst layer of Q1i are given by a linear combination
of »1d»1 and »id»1 at each point of the set »0 = 0 in W0 and yield a set of
n¡ 2 linear independent di®erentials. These di®erentials are clearly inde-
pendent of the former ones because they belong to a di®erent vector space.
This construction repeats for each i which gives n¡ i¡ 1 independent one
forms independent of the former ones. But this proves the theorem, the
rank equals n(n¡ 1)=2.
(b) Invariant vector ¯elds We construct a set of invariant vector ¯elds
which lie in the ¯rst layer of En. Let go denote the invariant metric on
the ¯rst layer we then de¯ne the invariant vector ¯elds Yi = g¡1o d logQ0i,
i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n¡ 1. We ¯nd
Yi =
1
2
·
(1¡ k»0k2)2
k»0 ¡ »ik2 (»0 ¡ »i) + (1¡ k»0k
2)»0
¸
@»0 :(22)
Next de¯ne an extra invariant vector ¯eld Yn by selecting an extra point
% in Bn such that Q0(»®; %) = 1 for each »®; ® = 0; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n ¡ 1. Then %
belongs to Bn because (1) Q0(»0; %) = 1 implies k%k2 = 1=2 at »0 = 0 and
9
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(2) Q0(»i; %) = 1 implies %i = 3=4k»ik2»i. The set (»i) being a set of rank
n¡ 1 for »0 = 0. Hence the vector ¯eld
Yn =
1
2
·
(1¡ k»0k2)2
k»0 ¡ %k2 (»0 ¡ %) + (1¡ k»0k
2)»0
¸
@»0(23)
is invariant. Let Y® = (Yi; Yn) denote this set of vector ¯elds with ® =
1 ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n.
Proposition 4.2. The set Y® has rank n at each point in W0.
Proof. In order to show linear independence of the set Yi it is su±cient
to consider the vectors at V0. The vectors
Y®(»0 = 0) = ¡12
»®
k»®k2@»0 ;(24)
with »n = %, are linear independent at all points (»0 = 0; »1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; »n¡1) in
W0 and hence on W0.
4.1.2. At ¯rst order.
(a) Invariant functions The ¯rst order invariants we are interested in
are those which depend on derivatives of curves in the zeroth-layer, B0, of
En. We therefore consider the space J 1;0;¢¢¢ ;0En = J1B0 £B1 £ ¢ ¢ ¢ £Bn¡1
on which we de¯ne the following coordinates (»0; _»0; »1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; »n¡1).
The n invariant vector ¯elds Y® determine an independent set of
invariant one forms ¹® = go(Y®). These forms lift to invariant functions
on the space J 1;0;¢¢¢ ;0En. Let W(1)0 be the subset ¼¡1o W0 n f _»0 = 0g, with
¼o : J 1;0;¢¢¢ ;0En ! En.
Theorem 4.3. The set
I(1)0 = ¼¤oI0 [ fe¹®g(25)
is a generating set of invariants on W(1)0 .
Applying corollary (2.7) we ¯nd :
Theorem 4.4. Let °(t) be a curve in En. Then °(t) is a motion in
B0 depending parametrically on »i; i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n ¡ 1 i® (1) all Qij, for
i; j = 0; 1; ¢ ¢ ¢n ¡ 1 are constant along °(t) and (2) the one form ¹n is
constant along °(t).
Corollary 4.5. In the above theorem constancy of the one form ¹n
can be replaced by constancy of the square of the length go( _°(t); _°(t)) of the
tangent vector to the curve.
10
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Next consider the space
J 1;0;¢¢¢ ;0En¡1 = J1B0 £¦n¡2i=1 Bi(26)
which is equipped with the coordinates (»0; _»0; »1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; »n¡2). Consider
the subset W1 which is de¯ned by the conditions : (1) _»0 6= 0 and (2)
rk f»0; _»0; »1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; »n¡2g = n ¡ 1. The set of fundamental vector ¯elds has
maximal rank on W1 because : (1) the rotation vector ¯elds lift linearly
onto the tangent bundle to B0 and (2) the vector ¯elds Xu lift to [12(<
»; » > +1)u > ¡ < »; u > »])@» + [< _»; » > u¡ < _»; u > »¡ < »; u > _»]@ _».
Theorem 4.6. The following set is a generating set of invariants on
W1 :
I1 = fQ0i; Qij ; T0Q0;i; egog(27)
i; j = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n¡ 2.
Proof. rk fQ0i;Qijg = (n ¡ 1)(n ¡ 2)=2 by the same arguments as
used in theorem (4.3), while the remaining subset of functions are ¯rst
order in the variables _»0 and has rank n¡ 1. Hence the rank of I1 on W1
equals n(n¡1)2 , while the space has dimension n
2. It follows that the level
surfaces have same dimension as the group GM(n¡ 1).
The invariant sheaf I(1)0 on W(1)0 extends uniquely onto the invariant
diagonal »n¡1 = »n¡2. We use the same symbol for the extension. Consider
the embedding
4 : J 1;0;¢¢¢ ;0En¡1 ! J 1;0;¢¢¢ ;0En(28)
which takes J 1;0;¢¢¢ ;0En¡1 into the diagonal »n¡1 = »n¡2. This embedding
is equivariant and hence we ¯nd equivalence of two sets of invariant gener-
ators, namely 4¤I(1)0 and I1. Remark that taking the embedding 4 means
taking the limit for »n ! »n¡1, which results into restriction to the n ¡ 1
¯rst points in B.
(b) Invariant vector ¯elds We now construct invariant vector ¯elds
tangent to the ¯rst layer of J 1;0;¢¢¢ ;0En¡1. Let L® = Y (1)® , where ® runs
from 1 to n ¡ 1, be the complete lifts of the n ¡ 1 vector ¯elds Y® onto
J 1;0;¢¢¢ ;0En¡2. They constitute a linear independent set. De¯ne N® =
gc ¡1o ¹® and let further ¡ be the geodesic spray and Z the vector ¯eld on
J1B0 orthonormal to all the former ones with respect to the metric gco.
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Proposition 4.7. The set
Z® = fL®; N®; ¡; Zg(29)
is a linear independent set of 2n invariant vector ¯elds at each point of
W1.
Proof. To show linear independence of the vector ¯elds it is su±cient
to look at points with »0 = 0. We ¯nd with ® = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n¡ 1 :
Y (1)® (»0 = 0) = ¡
1
2
»®
k»®k2@»0 +
"
1
2
(
1
k»®k2 + 1)
_»0 ¡ <
_»0; »® >
k»®k4 »®
#
@ _»0(30)
N® = gc ¡1o ¹®(»0 = 0) = ¡
1
2
»®
k»®k2@ _»0
¡(»0 = 0) = _»0@»0
from which linear independence is easily determined. Invariance is obvious.
Let °(t) be a curve in the product ¦n¡2i=0 Bi then °
(1)
0 (t) denotes the
prolongation of this curve in J1B0£B1£ ¢ ¢ ¢ £Bn¡2. Using theorem (2:7)
we ¯nd :
Theorem 4.8. Let °(t) be a curve in B0£B1£¢ ¢ ¢ ;£Bn¡2 which is
regular in the zeroth layer. Then °(t) is a motion depending parametrically
on B1£¢ ¢ ¢£Bn¡2 i® (1) °(1)0 (t) is lying in an orbit and (2) _°(1)0 is a constant
combination of the set Z®.
The construction of the invariants by means of invariant vector ¯elds
is not the most suitable one at higher order, we give a di®erent construction
based upon the Killing form.
Consider again the space J 1;0;¢¢¢ ;0En¡1. Each layer has an invariant
metric : gco on the ¯rst layer and gi on the i
th-layer, with i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n¡ 2.
Let g = gco +
Pn¡2
i=1 gi be the metric J 1;0;¢¢¢ ;0En¡1.
By means of the invariant set I1 we construct following set of invariant
vector ¯elds which are transversal to the orbits nl., Ni = g¡1(dQ0i), Li =
g¡1(dT0Q0i), Mij = g¡1(dQij); i < j, I = gc¡1o (µ).
Because the set I1 is linear independent at each point the above set
of vector ¯elds is a linearly independent set at each point ofW1. Moreover
the set spans an invariant normal space to all orbits of the group action.
Taking the Killing metric in the tangent space to each orbit, which is well
de¯ned because the generic orbits have maximal dimension, and taking the
above vector ¯elds as orthonormal vector ¯elds normal to the orbits one
obtains an invariant metric on W1, which we denote by K2.
12
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We will have to show that the di®erential of K2 is independent of the
di®erentials of the other generators. Let p 2 J1B0£B1£¢ ¢ ¢£Bn¡2 be such
that »0 = 0 and the n¡ 1 points f _»0; »1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; »n¡2g are linear independent.
Choose two unit vectors u; v 2 Rn such that u is orthogonal to the set
f _»0; »1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; »n¡2g and v orthogonal to fu; »1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; »n¡2g. Then
Xuv(p) = ¡ < _»0; v > u@ _»0 :(31)
But from the de¯nition of the Killing form we have
K2(< »0; v > u@ _»0 ; < »0; v > u@ _»0)(p) = ¡2(n¡ 1):(32)
Then
K2(u@ _»0 ; u@ _»0) = ¡
2(n¡ 1)
(< _»0; v >)2
;(33)
which proves independence with respect to the set of functions fQoi;
T0QoiQij ; egog at each point of the regular subset.
Together with theorem (2.7) we now have following theorem.
Theorem 4.9. Let °(t) be a B0-regular curve in ¦n¡2i=0 Bi. Then °(t)
is a motion depending parametrically on a point in ¦n¡2i=1 Bi i® the set
fQ0i; Qij ; go; K2jog is constant along °(t).
Remark that because ¡(ego) = 0 and gc(¡;¡) = 0 the vector ¯eld ¡ is
tangent to invariant null surfaces in J1B0 with respect to the metric gco.
The null surfaces are given by ego = constant for _»0 6= 0 and hence are
orbits which have signature (0; n ¡ 1; n ¡ 1). Now if °(t) is constant
in the metric go the tangent vector ¯eld _°c0(t) is a null vector such that
gco(¡; _°
c(t))(°(t); _°(t)) = 0 (2.2). Hence _°c0(t) is lying in an n dimensional
invariant totally isotropic null space containing ¡. If °(t) is a motion then
_°c0(t) is a ¯xed point in this space determined by T0T0Q0i; T0ego and eK2jo.
4.1.3. Second order invariants. The construction given in former para-
graph yields the derivation of generating second order invariants. Consider
J 2;0;¢¢¢ ;0En¡1 = J2B0 £¦n¡2i=1 Bi.
Theorem 4.10. The following sets are equivalent generating sets of
invariants
I2 =< Qij ; Q0i; T0Q0i; T0T0Q0i; ego; T0 ego; eK2 >(34)
J2 =< Qij ; Q0i; T0Q0i; ego; ]gcoL®; ggcoZ >(35)
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where L® = Y
(1)
® and Y® = (Yi; Yn) and Z the vector ¯eld de¯ned in (29).
Construct following embeddings :
J2B0 £¦n¡3i=1 Bi
4! J2B0 £¦n¡2i=1 Bi
|! TJ1B0 £¦n¡2i=1 Bi;(36)
where 4 is the diagonal embedding »n¡2 = »n¡3 and | the canonical em-
bedding of the jet bundle into the tangent space. De¯ne the subset W2 of
J2B0 £ ¦n¡3i=1 Bi as the set of points f»0; _»0; Ä»0; »1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; »n¡3g of rank n ¡ 1
with _»0 6= 0; Ä»0 6= 0.
Theorem 4.11. The set
IW2 = fQoi; T0Q0i;Qij ; ego; T0T0Qoi; egco;gKjog;(37)
where all functions are pulled back via the above de¯ned mapping | o4, is
a generating set of invariants on W2.
4.1.4. Higher order invariants. At higher order we summarize the results.
Veri¯cation follows from the same considerations as the ones at second
order. Consider the space J (k;0;¢¢¢ ;0)En¡k = JkB0 £¦n¡(k+1)i=1 Bi.
Theorem 4.12. The set
In¡k =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
Qij Qoi
T0Qoi ego
T 20Qoi T0 ego fK2
...
...
...
...
T k0Qoi T k¡10 ego T k¡20 eK2 ¢ ¢ ¢ eKk
9>>>>>=>>>>>;
(38)
is a generating set of invariants at order k.
Given a generating set at order k, a set at order k + 1 is found by prolon-
gation of the former set together with eKk+1, which is constructed in the
same way as K2. The embedding
4 : Jn¡1B0 ! Jn¡1B0 £B1(39)
then allows the construction of a generating set at order n¡ 1, nl.
In¡1 =
8>>><>>>:
ego
T0 ego fK2
...
...
Tn¡20 ego Tn¡30 eK2 ¢ ¢ ¢ eKn¡1
9>>>=>>>;(40)
14
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Then at order n we have
Theorem 4.13. The set
In¡1 [ fTn¡10 ego; Tn¡20 eK2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; T0 eKn¡1; eKng(41)
is a generating set of invariants of order n.
Motions in Bn then are characterized by following theorem.
Theorem 4.14. Let °(t) be a regular curve in JnBn, lift of a curve
in Bn, then °(t) is a motion i® the functions fego; eK2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; eKng are con-
stant along °c(t) = (°(t); _°(t); ¢ ¢ ¢ ; °(n+1)(t)).
4.2. Invariants depending on boundary and interior points. Con-
sider the space
En = B0 £ Sn¡1 £ ¢ ¢ ¢Sn¡1| {z }
n¡1 times
:(42)
On the ¯rst factor B0 we use the standard coordinates (»0) from Rn. Occa-
sionally we use on each of the spheres, Sn¡1, spherical coordinates induced
from the standard coordinates on Rn, but mostly when not mentionned we
use the external coordinates which are denoted by (»i); i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n¡ 1, i
stand for the layer. The generating vector ¯elds of the action in this case
are easily written down as
Xu =
n¡1X
j=0
µ
¡ < »j ; u > »j + 12(< »j ; »j > +1)u
¶
@»j(43)
X(u;v) =
n¡1X
j=0
(¡ < »j ; v > u@»j+ < »j ; u > v@»j );
where it is understood that each »i, for i 6= 0, is a point in the boundary
Sn¡1 of Bn.
4.2.1. At zero order. Let »0 be a point in the interior of B0 and »i a point
at the boundary Sn¡1. Through »0 and »i construct the circle ¡i, which
is orthogonal to the boundary. This circle is unique. Let ³i be the second
intersection point of the circle ¡i and the boundary, which is given by ³ =
Á»0(¡Á»0(»i)). Because circles orthogonal to the boundary are geodesics of
the invariant metric, the construction is invariant.
Let then »j be a point at the boundary such that »j 6= »i and »j 6= ³i, the
function
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Q0ij = [»i; »j ; »0; ³i] = k»0 ¡ »jk k»i ¡ ³ikk»0 ¡ ³ik k»i ¡ »jk(44)
is invariant under the action of MÄobius transformations on the closed unit
ball. Using the invariance we ¯nd
Q0ij = 2kÁ»0(»i)¡ Á»0(»j)k
=
1
1¡ < Á»0(»i); Á»0(»j) >
:(45)
Remark that Q0ij(»0 = 0) = 2k»i¡»jk is an invariant for the action of
SO(n) and hence translating this function over B0 by means of Á»0 yields
the invariant Q0ij .
The MÄobius transformation (3) for » in the boundary Sn¡1 is
Á»0(») =
2(1¡ <»;»0><»0;»0>)»0 ¡ (k»0k2 ¡ 1)»
k»0 ¡ »k :(46)
Let u = »0=k»0k and set k»k = t we then ¯nd
Át u(») =
2(t¡ < »; u >)u¡ (t2 ¡ 1)»
kt u¡ »k2(47)
and
DtÁt u(»)jt=0 = 2[(1¡ 2(< »; u >)2)u+ < »; u > »]:(48)
From the above expressions we ¯nd the total derivatives of the invariant
functions at the points »0 = 0.
Proposition 4.15.
T0Q0ij(»0 = 0) = ¡4< »i + »j ;
_»0 >
k»i ¡ »jk2(49)
TjQ0ij(»0 = 0) = 2< »j ¡ »i;
_»j >
k»i ¡ »jk3(50)
The singular subsets in En are given by §0 : »i = »j ; i < j; i; j =
1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n ¡ 1 and §1 : ¡Á»0(»i) = Á»0(»j); i < j; i; j = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n ¡ 1. The
subset W0 = En n (§0 [ §1) is a regular subset. It is su±cient to verify
that the set of fundamental vector ¯elds has maximal rank at points inW0
with »0 = 0.
For u; v orthonormal vectors in Rn we have
16
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Xuj»0=0=¡
1
2
u@»0+
n¡1X
i=1
[¡ < »i; u > »i + 12(< »i; »i > +1)u]@»i (1)(51)
X(u;v)j»0=0=
n¡1X
i=1
< »i; u > v@»i¡ < »i; v > u@»i (2)
Set (1) has rank n and is independent of the set (2), which are the rotations
on the Sn¡1 spheres. Outside the singular subsets the set (2) is linear
independent and of rank n(n¡ 1)=2.
Theorem 4.16. The set of functions Q0ij, with i < j is a generating
set of invariants on W0.
Proof. The dimension of En equals n2 ¡ n+ 1 while the dimension of
the group GM(n¡ 1) equals 12n(n+ 1). On the other hand the set fQ0ijg
contains 12(n ¡ 1)(n ¡ 2) invariant functions on W0 . To prove that this
set has maximal rank it is su±cient to look at the particular points with
»0 = 0 because the group GM(n ¡ 1) acts transitively on Bn. The set of
di®erentials with respect to the jth factor, taken at »0 = 0, which is given
by the set (50) with i < j, has maximal rank for the points in W0 with
»0 = 0. Hence the set has maximal rank on the whole of W0.
4.2.2. At ¯rst order.
(1) First order at interior points of Bn Let
J (1;0;¢¢¢ ;0)En = J1B0 £ Sn¡1 £ ¢ ¢ ¢ £ Sn¡1| {z }
n¡1 times
:
The invariant sheaf A0 is in a natural way an invariant sheaf on ¼¡10 (W0),
where
¼o : J1B0 £¦n¡1l=1 Sn¡1l ! B0 £¦n¡1l=1 Sn¡1l
is the projection. We will use the same notation for both. The rank of
A0 equals 12(n¡ 1)(n¡ 2). The sheaf A0 contains a subsheaf of invariant
functions which are independent of »0 and which has dimension 12(n¡1)(n¡
4) [5]. More generally we have following lemma.
Lemma 4.17. Consider the space J (1;0;¢¢¢ ;0)En¡1 = J1Bn£
Sn¡1 £ ¢ ¢ ¢ £ Sn¡1| {z }
k times
. Let n ¸ 4 and k ¸ 2, then outside the singular sub-
set the number of functional independent, in the variables »0, invariant
functions contained in the set fQ0ij ; i < j = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; kg, equals k ¡ 1.
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Proof. Let 2 · k. The di®erentials in the ¯rst layer of the set
Q0ij ; i; j = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; k at »0 = 0 are given by (49) and form a linear in-
dependent set of rank k ¡ 1 outside the singular subsets of En.
On the space J (1;0;¢¢¢ ;0)En we ¯nd n¡1 functional independent, in »0,
invariants. Hence in order to have a generating set of invariants we need
one invariant function more. The invariant metric (19) has maximal rank
on B0 and hence is a good candidate. We have following theorem.
Theorem 4.18. The invariant sheaf A1 on ¼¡1 ¤W0 n f _»0 = 0g is
generated by the ¯rst prolongation A(1)0 together with ego
Applying theorem (2.7) we have :
Theorem 4.19. Let °(t) be a B0-regular curve in En. Then °(t) is
a motion in Bn parametrized by n¡ 1 points at the boundary Sn¡1 of Bn
i® the curve is lying in an orbit of GM(n¡ 1) and eg0 is constant along the
curve.
Using theorem (4.18) one ¯nds a set of invariant generators on
J (1;0;¢¢¢ ;0)En¡1.
Theorem 4.20. Let W1 be the regular subset of J (1;0;¢¢¢ ;0)En¡1. On
W1 the following set is a set of invariant generators.
I1 = fQ0ij ; T0Q0ij ; ego : i; j = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n¡ 2g:(52)
The proof follows from the diagonal embedding
| : J (1;0;¢¢¢0)En¡1 ! J 1;0;¢¢¢0En(53)
where the image is in the diagonal »n = »n¡1.
let O ½ W0 be an orbit and ¼o the projection En ! B0. Then ¼o is
surjective on O. From
dQ0ij(»0 = 0) = ¡1k»i ¡ »jk
µ
(»i + »j)d»0 +
< »i ¡ »j ; d»i ¡ d»j >
k»i ¡ »jk2
¶
;(54)
we ¯nd as a consequence of the implicit function theorem that (»0) are co-
ordinate functions on the orbits and ¼¡1o (p)\O, with p 2 Bn, is isomorphic
to SO(n).
(2) First order at boundary points Let »1 and »2 be two points in the
boundary. Then Q012 is invariant and the inverse function ª = 1=(Q012)2
is zero at the diagonal 4 : »1 = »2 of E3 = B0£Sn¡1£Sn¡1 with zero ¯rst
order total derivatives with respect to »1 and »2. We set » = »1 = »2.
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Theorem 4.21.
T»1T»2Q012j4 =
(k»0k2 ¡ 1)2
k»0 ¡ »k4 <
_»; _» >(55)
Proof. From < Á»0(»i); Á»0(»i) >= 1 we ¯nd
< T»iÁ»0(»i); Á»0(»i) >= 0(56)
With the use of (46) we then ¯nd
T»Á»0(») = ¡
2 < »0; _» > »0 ¡ (k»0k2 ¡ 1) _»
k»0 ¡ »k2 + 2
< »0; _» > Á»0(»)
k»0 ¡ »k2 :(57)
Then < T»Á»0(»); T»Á»0(») > yields relation (55).
Let
f(»0; ») =
(1¡ < »0; »0 >)
k»0 ¡ »k2(58)
then gS(»0; ») = f2(»0; ») d¾2, with d¾2 the standard spherical metric on
Sn¡1; de¯nes an invariant Riemannian metric on the boundary Sn¡1 de-
pending parametrically on »0. The conformal function f(»0; ») is nowhere
zero on B0 £ Sn¡1. De¯ne
´(»0; ») = fn¡1(»0; ») º(59)
with º the spherical volume form normalized by (
R
Sn¡1 º = 1). Remark
that
R
Sn¡1 ´ is constant; because the integral is an invariant function on B0.
Moreover the form ´(»0; ») has to be a constant multiple of the associated
volume form of gS because invariant functions on B0 £ Sn¡1 are constant.
The choice of the normalization constant is of no importance in future
calculations.
It is now su±cient to verify that f(»0 = 0) = 1 which implies thatR
Sn¡1 ´ = 1. This was the reason for choosing the multiplicative constant
of f as above. The value of the di®erential with respect to B0 of log f at
»0 = 0 equals
Proposition 4.22.
dof
f
(»0 = 0) = 2 < »; _»0 > :(60)
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let p = (»0; »1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; »n¡1) 2 En such that »0 = 0 and (»i); i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n¡
1, is an orthonormal set. Let Op be the orbit through p and choose »n a
unit vector orthogonal to the set (»i); i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n¡ 1, such that the set is
positively oriented.
With each »a; a = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n, corresponds an invariant one form
¹a = d0 log fa = ¡2
·
»0
1¡ k»0k2 +
»0 ¡ »a
k»0 ¡ »ak2
¸
d»0(61)
which is well de¯ned on En and is a basic one form for the projection
¼o : Op ! B0. The functions g¡1o (¹a; ¹b) are invariant and hence are
constant on the orbit Op. The vector ¯elds
Za = g¡1o ¹a = ¡
(1¡ k»0k2)2
2
·
»0
1¡ k»0k2 +
»0 ¡ »a
k»0 ¡ »ak2
¸
@»0(62)
are invariant vector ¯elds and are tangent to the ¯rst layer Bn of En.
We restrict the vector¯elds Za to the orbit Op. Because they are
invariant and all invariant functions are constant on Op it is su±cient to
calculate their brackets at p. We use following expressions.
(a) Zajp = 12»a@»0
(b) Za(Zb)jp = ¡12»a@»0
(c) Z1(go(Za; Zb))jp =¡ 12(go(»1;
1
2
»b) + go(
1
2
»a; »1)
=¡ < »1; »a + »b >
(63)
We then ¯nd on Op
[Za; Zb] = Zb ¡ Za:(64)
Lemma 4.23. The Lie algebra spanned by the vector ¯elds Za is the
nilpotent Lie subalgebra complementing the subalgebra K ´ o(n), isotropy
algebra at »0 = 0.
Proof. It is su±cient to verify [Z1; [Z1; Za]] = [Z1; Za] and
[[Z1; Zb]; [Z1; Zb]] = 0.
It is important to notice that the invariant subbundle of tangent
vectors to B0 over Op not a subbundle is of TOp. Hence the vector ¯elds Za
20
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are not tangent to the orbits. De¯ne their orthonormalization with respect
to go. Let ¹Z1 = Z1=kZ1k and
¹Za =
Za ¡ go( ¹Za¡1; Za) ¹Za¡1 ¡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¡ go( ¹Z1; Za) ¹Z1
kZa ¡ go( ¹Za¡1; Za) ¹Za¡1 ¡ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¡ go( ¹Z1; Za) ¹Z1k :(65)
for a > 1. The norm is take with respect to go.
Proposition 4.24. For any a 6= 1 we have :
[ ¹Z1; ¹Za] = ¹Za:(66)
Proof. It is now su±cient to verify the bracket at p. Using (63) and
Z1(Na)(p) = 0, with Na the denominator in (65) we ¯nd
[ ¹Z1; ¹Za]jp = [Z1; Za]jp ¡ Z1(go(Za; Z1))Z1jp
= Zajp;
which proves the proposition.
We clearly have that ¹1 is a closed one form which also follows from
the brackets of the vector ¯elds (66).
For arbitrary a and b = 1 we have
dBn¹1( ¹Za; ¹Z1) = ¹Za(¹1( ¹Z1))¡ ¹Z1(¹1( ¹Za))¡ ¹1([ ¹Za; ¹Z1])
= ¹Za(go( ¹Z1; ¹Z1))¡ ¹Z1(go( ¹Z1; ¹Za))¡ go( ¹Z1; [ ¹Za; ¹Z1]) = 0:
Proposition 4.25. Let ¸ = ¹2 ^ ¢ ¢ ¢ ^ ¹n and !o = ¹1 ^ ¸ the asso-
ciated volume form of go. Then
d¸ = ¡(n¡ 1)!o(67)
and
d´ = (n¡ 1)¹1 ^ ´(68)
Proof. The di®erential of ¸ is given by
d¸( ¹Z1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ¹Zn) = 1
n
X
i=1;¢¢¢ ;n
(¡1)i¡1 ¹Zi(¸( ¹Z1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ·¹Zi; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ¹Zn)
¡ 1
n
X
1·i<j·n
(¡1)i+j¸([ ¹Zi; ¹Zj ]; ¹Z1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ·¹Zi; ¢ ¢ ¢ ·¹Zj ; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ¹Zn)
which gives with the use of the de¯nition of ¸ and the brackets of the vector
¯elds
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d¸( ¹Z1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ¹Zn) = ¡n¡ 1
n
1
(n¡ 1)! :(69)
But then because !o( ¹Z1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ¹Zn) = 1n! , we ¯nd (1).
Part (2) follows from
d´ = (n¡ 1)fn¡1df ^ º = (n¡ 1)dBnf
f
^ ´(70)
together with (61). In the proof we have been using the brackets deter-
mined over the orbitOp, but the result clearly is independent of the choosen
vector ¯elds and hence is valied in general.
Proposition 4.26. The function fn¡1 is harmonic with respect to
the Laplace-Beltrami operator determined by the invariant metric go.
Proof. From
do(fk¸) = kfk¡1dBnf ^ ¸¡ n¡ 12 f
k!o(71)
follows
do(fk¸) =
1
2
kfk¹1 ^ ¸¡ n¡ 12 f
k!o:(72)
Then by taking k = n¡ 1 we ¯nd
do(fn¡1¸) = 0:(73)
Now ¹Z1 = g¡1o ¹1 and dBnf =
1
2f¹1, we ¯nd grado (f
n¡1) = 12f
n¡1Z1.
grado stands for the gradient on Bo with respect to go. Hence
Lgrad fn¡1!o = d({(grado fn¡1)!o) =
1
2
d(fn¡1¸) = 0:(74)
This proves the proposition.
Proposition 4.27. The vector ¯eld ¹Z1 is geodesic for each value of
»1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; »n¡1.
Proof. The statement follows from
go(r ¹Z1 ¹Z1; ¹Za) = ¡go( ¹Z1;r ¹Z1 ¹Za)
= ¡2 go( ¹Z1; ¹Za) = 0
for all a 6= 1. go(r ¹Z1 ¹Z1; ¹Z1) = 0 because ¹Z1 is of constant length for go.
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(3) Volume forms and metrics Consider the space B0 £ Sn¡1. One
has the invariant metric go and volume form !o on the ¯rst factor B0. On
the second factor the invariant metric gS , which depends parametrically
on B0. Indicate this metric as g1 and call the associated invariant volume
form ´1. We now have go+g1 as invariant metric on B0£Sn¡1 and !o^´1
as invariant volume form. This procedure extends to all factors in the n¡1
product Sn¡1 £ ¢ ¢ ¢ £ Sn¡1. The metric then becomes
g = go +
n¡1X
i=1
gi(75)
with gi = f2i d¾i, fi = (1 ¡ k»0k2)=(k»0 ¡ »ik j1¡ < »i; »0 > j) and d¾2i the
spherical metric on Sn¡1i .
4.2.3. Higher order invariants. Let n ¸ 4 and 1 · k · n¡3. Consider the
space
JkBn £¦n¡(k+1)i=1 Sn¡1i :(76)
The invariant sheaf is generated by the set
Ik =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Q0ij
T0Q0ij ego
T 20Q0ij T0ego eK2j0
...
...
...
T k0Q0ij T k¡10 ego T k¡20 eK2j0 ... eKkj0
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
(77)
The space JkBn £ ¦n¡(k+1)i=1 Sn¡1i has dimension n2 ¡ n + (k + 1).
The rank of the set fQ0ijg equals (n¡(k+1))(n¡(k+2))2 . The rank of the
set fT0Q0ij ; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; T k0Q0ijg equals k(n ¡ (k + 1)) while the remaining set
fego; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; eKokg has rank equal to k(k+1)2 . Then dim JkBn £¦n¡(k+1)i=1 Sn¡1i ¡
rank Ik = n(n+1)2 , which equals the dimension of the group. But the
regular subset is the subset such that the orbits have maximal dimension,
which proves the statement.
5. The special dimensions
In determination the ¯rst order invariants we have been using condi-
tion n ¸ 4 (4.2.2). For this reason we need to review dimensions three and
two.
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5.1. Dimension three. Consider E3 = B0£S2£S2, with B0 ´ B3. The
group of MÄobius transformations has dimension 6. On the regular subset
W0 there exists one invariant generator, namely Q012. We construct as
before the invariant metric
g = go + g1 + g2(78)
where go is the invariant metric on B3 and gi; i = 1; 2 the invariant metric
on ith boundary. With respect to this metric we construct the invariant
vector ¯eld Y = g¡1dQ012. This ¯eld is transversal to the orbits which
allows the construction of an invariant metric by taking (1) the Killing
form in the tangent space to the orbits and (2) de¯ning the vector ¯eld
Y as an orthonormal vector ¯eld to the orbits. Denote this metric by K1.
Let Ko1 be the restriction of K1 to the ¯rst layer, then the lift of K
o
1 is an
invariant function eKo1 on J1B0 £ S2 £ S2.
Let W(1)0 = ¼¡1o W0 \ f _»0 6= 0g as subset of J1B3 £ S2 £ S2. We then
have
Theorem 5.1. The set
I(1)0 = fQ012; T0Q0ij ; ego; eKo1g(79)
is a generating set of invariants on W(1)0
The diagonal embedding
4 : J1B3 £ S2 ! J1B3 £ S2 £ S2(80)
pulls back the generating functions de¯ning a generating set I1. One veri-
¯es that
I1 = fego; eKo1g(81)
is the resulting generating set of invariants.
The construction for higher order generating sets is exactly the same
as in the general case. On J2B3 £ S2 one ¯nds
I2 = fego; T0 ego; eKo1 ; T0 eKo1 ; eKo2g(82)
We omit the details.
5.2. Dimension two.
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5.2.1. At zero order. This is the classical case of the unit disc B = B2
in R2. Let (x; y) be the natural coordinates on R 2. The action of the
connected component of GM(1) is given in complex form by [2] [7] © : ez =
(az + b)=(bz + a) with jaj2 ¡ jbj2 = 1, where z; a; b are complex variables.
The group GM(1) is isomorphic with PGL(2) and has Lie algebra sl(2).
With a = 2(®+ i¯); b = 2(°+ i¾) and (¾; ¯; °) as local coordinates on the
group, a set of fundamental vector ¯elds of the MÄobius action on the unit
disc is given by
H = ©¤@¾(g = e) = ¡xy@x + 12(1 + x
2 ¡ y2)@y(83)
K = ©¤@¯(g = e) = (y@x ¡ x@y)
L = ©¤@°(g = e) =
1
2
(1¡ x2 + y2)@x ¡ xy@y:
Their commutators are
[K;H] = ¡L; [K;L] = H; [H;L] = K:(84)
At ¯rst order the regular subset W1 in J1B2 is given by k( _x; _y)k 6= 0.
Proposition 5.2. The sheaf of invariant functions on W1 is gener-
ated by ego.
Applying corollary (2.7) we ¯nd
Proposition 5.3. A motion depending parametrically on an extra
point in B is a curve in E2 = B0 £B1, which is regular with respect to the
¯rst factor, such that Q01 and go are constant along the curve.
To exhibit the geometric structure of J1B2 we recall the complete lift of
the hyperbolic metric :
gco = 8
x _x+ y _y
(1¡ x2 ¡ y2)3 (dx
2 + dy2) + 4
dxd _x+ dyd _y
(1¡ x2 ¡ y2)2 :(85)
Then with ¡ = gc¡1o dego, the spray of the connection, we ¯nd
¡ = _x@x + _y@y + 2
2y _x _y + x( _x2 ¡ _y2)
¡1 + x2 + y2 @ _x + 2
2x _x _y + y( _y2 ¡ _x2)
¡1 + x2 + y2 @ _y:(86)
The level surfaces of ego inW1 ½ J1B2 are codimension one surfaces, which
are PGL(2)-orbits. The vector ¯eld I = _x@ _x + _y@ _y commutes with the
vector ¯elds H, K, L on W1 because they are linear homogeneous in the
¯bre coordinates ( _x; _y). Consider the set Z = (H(1); K(1); L(1); I) and let
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A be the matrix of this set. Then 41 = detA = 14(1¡ x2¡ y2)2( _x2+ _y2)2,
which is di®erent from zero on the regular subset W1 = J1B2 n fk( _x; _y)k =
0g. Hence Z is a linear independent set at each point of W1.
The canonical one form ! with values in sl(2)© R is determined by
!1 =
2
1¡ x2 ¡ y2dy +
2x _yd _x¡ 2x _xd _y
(1¡ x2 ¡ y2)( _x2 + _y2)(87)
!2 =
¡2ydx+ 2xdy
1¡ x2 ¡ y2 +
(1 + x2 + y2)( _yd _x¡ _xd _y)
(1¡ x2 ¡ y2)( _x2 + _y2)
!3 =
2dx
1¡ x2 ¡ y2 ¡
2y _yd _x¡ 2 _xyd _y
(1¡ x2 ¡ y2)( _x2 + _y2)
!4 =
2xdx+ 2ydy
1¡ x2 ¡ y2 +
_xd _x+ _yd _y
_x2 + _y2
Remark that !4 = 12d log ego. Using the Killing metric on the orbits we
determine the invariant metric
K2 = (w1)2 ¡ (w2)2 + (w3)2 + (w4)2(88)
According to the general case, the level surfaces of ego are null surfaces with
signature (0;+;¡) for the metric gco.
Proposition 5.4.
(1) K2(¡) = µ; (2) K2(I) = !4; (3) K2(I;¡) = 0(89)
Recall that the canonical form associated with go in coordinates equals
µ =
4( _xdx+ _ydy)
(1¡ x2 ¡ y2)2 :(90)
Proof of the above proposition is then obtained by direct veri¯cation. Next
proposition, which then is a consequence of the former, asserts that ¡ is a
constant vector ¯eld along the orbits of PGL(2) with positive norm.
Proposition 5.5.
K2(¡;¡) = 4
_x2 + _y2
(1¡ x2 ¡ y2)2(91)
Remark that the operator P = Id ¡ I ­ !4 is an invariant operator pro-
jecting upon the tangent space to the orbits.
Proposition 5.6. The complete lift of a regular curve °(t)which is
lying in a level surface of ego has constant angle with the vector ¯eld ¡, with
respect to the metric K2.
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Proof. It su±ces to calculate K2( _°c(t);¡). This equals
µ( _°c(t)) = 4
_x2 + _y2
(1¡ x2 ¡ y2)2 (°(t))
which is a constant if °c(t) is lying in a level surface of Q1.
Let W2 = ¼¡1W1. The tensor ¯eld go itself is also a tensor ¯eld on J1B2
; we will use the same symbol for it. Any symmetric covariant tensor ¯eld
T on a manifold is a function, denoted by bT , on the tangent space. Let
| : J2B2 ! TJ1B2 be the canonical embedding, then ego = |¤bgo, egco = |¤bgco
and eK2 = |¤ bK2 are invariant functions on J2B2.
Theorem 5.7. The invariant sheaf on the regular subset W2 is gen-
erated by the germs of the set
IW1 = feg; egc; eK2g:(92)
Theorem 5.8. Let °(t) be a regular curve in B0. Then °(t) is the
trajectory of a one parameter subgroup of PGL(2) i® ego and eK2 are con-
stant along °(t).
Proof. From go( _°; _°) = a; a 2 R we ¯nd gco( _°c; _°c) = 0, which im-
plies that the tangent vector to the curve is a null vector in gco. But
constant go( _°; _°) also implies, using proposition (5.6) that _°c(t) has con-
stant angle (with respect to K2) with ¡ and is lying in a null two plane
formed by a null vector in gco transversal to ¡ and ¡ itself. But requirement
K2( _°c(t); _°c(t)) = c; c 2 R implies that _°c(t) is constant with respect to a
complete set of right invariant vector ¯elds in the orbit. This implies the
theorem.
5.2.2. Invariant functions on J1B2 £ S1. We now consider sets of two
points (»0; »1) with »0 2 B2 and »1 2 S1, the boundary. Call this the
space E2 = B2 £ S1. For this calculations we prefer the polar coordinates
on B2 and hence use (½; µ; ') as coordinates on E2. The fundamental vector
¯elds on E1 then are
H =
1
2
(1¡ r2) sin µ@r + 1 + r
2
2r
cos µ@µ + cos'@'(93)
K = ¡@µ ¡ @'
L =
1
2
(1¡ r2) cos µ@r ¡ 1 + r
2
2r
sin µ@µ ¡ sin'@'
Let ¢ = 1 + r2 ¡ 2r cos(µ ¡ '), the basic one forms are
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!1 = 2
1
¢
·
¡(1 + r
2) sin µ ¡ r sin'
(¡1 + r2) dr + r cos µdµ ¡ r cos µd'
¸
!2 =
1
¢
·
¡2(1 + r
2) sin(µ ¡ ')
(¡1 + r2) dr + 2r cos(µ ¡ ')dµ ¡ (1 + r
2)d'
¸
!3 = 2
1
¢
·
¡(1 + r
2) cos µ ¡ r cos'
(¡1 + r2) dr ¡ r sin µdµ + r sin µd'
¸(94)
The Killing metric K = !21 ¡ !22 + !23 restricted to the ¯rst factor of E2
equals Kjo = ¹:¹, with
¹ = 2
¡2r + (1 + r2) cos(µ ¡ ')
(¡1 + r2)(1 + r2 ¡ 2r cos(µ ¡ '))dr + 2
r sin(µ ¡ ')
1 + r2 ¡ 2r cos(µ ¡ ')dµ
(95)
Because Kjo is invariant the one form ¹ is an invariant one form. As a
consequence of the invariance of the metric go the norm g¡1o (¹; ¹) has to
be constant. We ¯nd g¡1o (¹; ¹) = 1. We are now able to construct a one
parameter family of invariant metrics. Let
g(k) = go + k ¹:¹(96)
The determinant of this metric equals (1 + k)r2=(1¡ r2)4 from which it
follows that the metrics g(k) are Riemannian for ¡1 < k and singular for
k = ¡1. For k = ¡1 we ¯nd g(k = 0) = º:º with
º = ¡2 r(¡2r + (1 + r
2) cos(µ ¡ '))
(¡1 + r2)(1 + r2 ¡ 2r cos(µ ¡ '))dµ + 2
sin(µ ¡ ')
1 + r2 ¡ 2r cos(µ ¡ ')dr:
(97)
It follows that the one parameter family of invariant metrics can be written
as
g(k) = º2 + (k + 1)¹2:(98)
The one forms ¹ and º are de¯ned on B2 and dB2¹ = 0 but dB2º 6= 0.
Because ¹ is dB2-closed it is dB2-exact and hence there exists a function Á
on E2 such that ¹ = dB2Á, namely
Á = log
1 + r2 ¡ 2r cos(µ ¡ ')
1¡ r2 :(99)
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Remark that the function Á is not an invariant function on E2 because the
only invariant functions are constants. We now are able to describe the
invariant sheaf on J1B2 £ S1.
Theorem 5.9. Let W(1;0) = J1B2 £ S1 n f _x = 0g. The sheaf of
invariant functions AW(1;0) is generated by the set
IW(1;0) = fgo; Kjog:(100)
The set f _x = 0g stands for the zero section of the bundle J1B2 ! B2.
As a consequence of the decomposition of the invariant metric we may
reformulate this proposition.
Theorem 5.10. The set JW1;0 = fe¹; eºg is a generating set of in-
variants on W(1;0).
The one forms are seen as functions on the 1-jets of curves in B2. Again
we are able to formulate next proposition.
Properties 5.11. A regular curve in B2£S is a motion of Pl(2) in
B2 depending parametrically on S i® e¹; eº are constant along the curve.
We make this more explicit. Let (»o0; »
o
1) be a given point in E2 and I»o0 be
the isotropy group at »o0 2 B2. A curve °(t) = (»0(t); »1(t)) is said to be
a motion depending parametrically on a point in the boundary if °(t) is
of the form °(t) = (gt:»o0; gt:f(t):»
o
1) with gt a one parameter subgroup of
Pl(2) and f(t) a curve in I»o0 . The curve satis¯es the above conditions if
Kjo( _°(t); _°(t)) and go( _°(t); _°(t)) are constant.
5.2.3. Invariant functions on B2 £ J1S1. Taking the restriction of the
Killing form to the tangent space of the second factor in E2 = B2 £ S1
gives Kj1 = ´:´ with
´ =
(1¡ r2)
1 + r2 ¡ 2r cos(µ ¡ ')d'(101)
The one form ´ de¯nes an invariant measure on the boundary S1 de-
pending parametrically on a point in B2. One easily ¯nds that
R 2¼
0 ´ =
2¼. The integral has to be a constant because it is an invariant and the
only invariants on B2 are constants. The invariant one form (101) is the
Poisson kernel on the unit disk [1]. Accordingly to (4.26) the function
(1¡ r2)=(1 + r2 ¡ 2r cos(µ ¡ Á) is harmonic in the B2-variables and d' is
the rotation invariant Lebesgue measure on S1 when the integral is taken
as a Lebesgue integral.
We now have the theorem
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Theorem 5.12. Let W(0;1) be the subset B2 £ J1S1 n f _' = 0g. The
sheaf of invariant functions AW(0;1) is generated by the function e´.
and the proposition
Properties 5.13. Let °(t) being a regular curve in the boundary
B2 £ S. Then °(t) is a motion of Pl(2) in the boundary S depending
parametrically on a point in B2 if and only if the one form ´ is constant
along the curve.
5.2.4. Invariant functions on J1B2 £ J1S1. We next de¯ne the invariant
vector ¯elds X¹ = g¡1o ¹, Xº = g¡1o º and X´, where X´ is determined by
the invariant condition ´(X´) = 1 and ¼o ¤X´ = 0, ¼o being the projection
E2 ! B2. We then have
X¹ =
(1¡ r2)(¡2r + (1 + r2) cos(µ ¡ ')
2(1 + r2 ¡ 2r cos(µ ¡ ')) @r +
(¡1 + r2)2 sin(µ ¡ ')
2r(1 + r2 ¡ 2r cos(µ ¡ ')@µ
Xº =
(¡1 + r2)2 sin(µ ¡ ')
2(1 + r2 ¡ 2r cos(µ ¡ '))@r +
r(¡1 + r2)¡ (¡1 + r4) cos(µ ¡ ')
r(1 + r2 ¡ 2r cos(µ ¡ ') @µ
X´ =
1 + r2 ¡ 2r cos(µ ¡ ')
1¡ r2 @':
Because the bracket of two invariant vector ¯elds is an invariant vector ¯eld,
the above vector ¯elds constitute the dual Lie algebra up to automorphism.
Their brackets are
[X¹; Xº ] = ¡Xº ; [X¹; X´] = Xº +X´; [Xº ; X´] = ¡X¹:(102)
Theorem 5.14. Let W(1;1) = J1B2 £ J1S1 n (f _x = 0g [ f _' = 0g).
The sheaf of invariant functions on W(1;1) is generated by the set IW(1;1) =
fe¹; eº; e´g.
Proposition 5.15. Let °(t) be a regular curve in E2. Then °(t) is a
motion of Pl(2) i® the forms ¹, º and ´ on W(1;1) are constant along the
curve.
We also have from the general case
Proposition 5.16. For each value of ' the vector ¯eld X¹ is geo-
desic.
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